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Limited liability partnerships (LLP) are a general  
partnership where all partners have limited liabil-

ity as to other partner’s debts and liabilities due to misconduct. Except for 
a very few special provisions, it is subject to the same rules as a general 
partnership. There are four primary differences between LLPs and general 
partnerships: (1) they are formed in different ways; (2) they may have differ-
ent requirements concerning insurance or financial responsibility; (3) specific 
steps may need to be taken in order to maintain LLP status; and (4) the liabil-
ity of general partners is significantly different.

Learn more via the recently completed 4-page, 4-color Risk Concepts  
series, covering seven common forms of  business ownership, including the Limited  
Liability Partnership.

Several Risk Concepts bulletins covering alternative forms of business  
structure were recently posted and are available for download at:  
https://RightRisk.org/riskconceptshttps://RightRisk.org/riskconcepts.H
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There is significant variation among states as to the requirement for 

LLPs to renew their registrations. Further, some states specifically 

provide that a failure to renew in a timely fashion will not extinguish 

the limitation on liability until the Secretary of State or other official 

notifies the LLP that the registration is expiring. LiabilityThe primary benefit of LLP status is that partners in LLPs have no 

personal liability for certain debts of the entity. However, states are 

divided about the amount of protection from personal liability of-

fered to general partners in such an enterprise. Some states provide rules that grant liability protection for obliga-

tions caused by the misconduct of others. The statutes in these 

states generally contain a list of activities for which the protection 

against personal liability exist. However, there is commonly no provi-

sion in these state statutes (commonly called “first generation” or 

“partial shield” statutes) that would allow partners in LLPs to avoid 

personal liability for business debts incurred in the ordinary course 

of partnership business.
Other states provide rules that limit the liability of partners in an 

LLP. The statutes in these states (commonly called “second genera-

tion” or “full shield” statutes) generally provide that a partner in an 

LLP has no personal liability for debts of the partnership, regardless 

of how such debts arise.
Many LLP statutes include language which makes a general partner 

liable for the tortious misconduct of those under the partner’s “di-

rect supervision and control.” Some of these states also imposed 

additional requirements in order for the “direct supervision and 

control” language to apply. There are still other states that make no 

references to the potential liability for the acts of others.Tax AttributesAn LLP is taxed as a partnership and subject to many of the same rules as general partnerships. Unless the partners agree otherwise, profits 

and losses of an LLP are presumed to be allocated on the basis of the value of the contributions made by each partner rather than equally 

as with a general partnership.
There are no entity-level taxes imposed on LLPs. Each item of income and loss is passed through to the partners equally or in accordance 

with the partnership agreement. Further, the partnership agreement may stipulate that (1) partnership profits or losses are shared among 

the partners in the same manner; (2) profits may be shared differently from losses; and/or (3) particular items of tax income, gain, loss, 

deduction, or credit will be shared differently than overall partnership business profits and losses. Generally, if a tax related allocation is dif-

ferent from the owners’ interest in the partnership, the “substantial economic effect” test must be used to determine the individual partner’s 

tax consequences.
The Internal Revenue Code provides partners with considerable flexibility to structure their profit and loss sharing arrangement for tax pur-

poses. A partnership agreement might provide that (1) partnership tax profits and losses be shared equally among partners; (2) taxable prof-

its be shared different from taxable losses; and/or (3) particular items of tax income, gain, loss, deductions, or credits be shared differently 

than the overall partnership tax profits and losses. The default rule is that all partners are to share in the profits and losses of the business 

in accordance with each partner’s interest in the partnership.
Partners are not allowed to receive remuneration for services rendered to their partnership. A partner may receive payments from a partner-

ship provided the dollar amount of the payments are determined without regard to the partnership’s income. These are called “guaranteed 

payments”. A partnership treats guaranteed payments for services, or for the use of capital, as if they were made to a person who is not 

a partner. This treatment is for purposes of determining gross income and deductible business expenses only. For other tax purposes, 

guaranteed payments are treated as a partner’s distributive share of ordinary income. Guaranteed payments are not subject to income tax 

withholding. 

Transfers of Ownership (Succession and Estate Planning)

A partner in any partnership is generally not entitled to transfer all of the attributes of ownership to any other person, absent the unanimous 

consent of all other partners. The default rule under UPA and RUPA is that a partner can transfer his or her rights to profits and distributions 
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istorically, farms and ranches were operated as sole proprietorships. The land, machinery, livestock, and other assets 
were owned and used by an individual or couple. Likewise, the individual (or husband and wife) farmer/rancher was 
personally responsible for all debts and financial obligations owed by the business. The farmer or rancher was the busi-
ness, and the business was the farmer or rancher.

 
There are a number of organizational structures that may better meet the needs of today’s farm/ranch business. A few of the more 
common business entities used by farmers and ranchers include sole proprietorship, general partnership, limited partnership, 
limited liability company (LLC), and corporation. Each U.S. state recognizes most legal entities, while the U.S. Internal Revenue 
Code recognizes all business forms except LLCs. Each organizational structure has its strengths and weaknesses. Before a deci-
sion is made as to the legal entity under which to operate, a person – or person and his or her family and other partners – need 
to determine the goals of and needs for the business and its assets. 

A limited liability partnership (LLP) is a general partnership where all partners have limited liability as to other partner’s debts 
and liabilities due to misconduct. Except for a very few special provisions, it is subject to the same rules as a general partnership. 
There are four primary differences between LLPs and general partnerships: (1) they are formed in different ways; (2) they may 
have different requirements concerning insurance or financial responsibility; (3) specific steps may need to be taken in order to 
maintain LLP status; and (4) the liability of general partners is significantly different.  Aside from these differences, the statutory 
rules applicable to general partnerships also apply to LLPs. 

All partners have equal management authority unless otherwise agreed, and even with agreement to the contrary, all partners 
retain apparent authority to bind the partnership by acts which are apparently carrying on the usual business of the partnership. 
The default rule under both the Uniform Partnership Act (UPA) and the Revised Uniform Partnership Act (RUPA) is that all 
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